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Editorial Concept

Zeit für mich is the new high-quality women’s magazine that 

accompanies the reader during a time of many changes. 

Starting at 50, a new period of life begins: new priorities, ideas, 

opportunities and challenges. 

Zeit für mich is a multifaceted magazine for the women who 

has already had many experiences but also has a lot ahead of 

her. She knows what life is all about. In the middle of her life, 

she takes time for herself and everything that life has to offer.

Zeit für mich gives advice, supports, entertains and picks up 

the reader where she is in her respective life situation – always 

positive, down-to-earth and at the same level with the reader.

Zeit für mich offers what this target group with above-average 

buying power loves, month after month: emotional reports 

about people who interest women 50+, exciting interviews with 

celebrities who actually have something to say, fashion that 

inspires and fits, beauty tips that invite the reader to try them 

out and a 20-page removable recipe insert as an extra –

delicious cuisine with health bonus to indulge in and enjoy.

Main topics

◼ Stars & Stories

◼ In the prime of life

◼ Fashion & Beauty

◼ Health

◼ Advice & Help

◼ At home

◼ Travel

◼ Food-Extra in each issue: 20-page insert with delicious 

recipes and health bonus, to take out

Zeit für mich – Now Is My Best Time!

Key Figures

◼ Publication day: Wednesday

◼ Publication frequency: monthly

◼ Copy price: € 2.95

◼ Sold Circulation: 52,062 copies (IVW II/2019)

◼ Amount: 104 pages (84 pages + 20 pages of Food Extra)

◼ High-quality layout: cover (150g/m²) + content paper 

(65g/m²), stapled

All rates plus VAT. See rate card for additional formats.

2019 Rates und Formats 

Formats Rates

1/1 €15,900

1/2 €10,970

1/3 €8,420

Formats Across Gutter

2/1 €31,800


